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IN SEARCH OF PLEASURE, THE PLEASURE OF TRAVELING

Here we are, with another exciting year ahead of us. A year of planning new trips and preparing for 
new adventures, as always with the deep urge to experience nature to its fullest. 

Delving into new adventures means gaining new, exciting experiences and at the same time 
facing our own doubts and challenges, while striving to realize our goals and enjoying our passion 
for travelling. A new adventure calls for new products to help us overcome each and every obsta-
cle that presents itself to us, while ensuring a high degree of efficacy, comfort and improving our 
experience in nature.  

We are proud to present to you our new line of GEOSMINA Bikepacking Bags. Thanks to our rich 
experience and the great feedback and suggestions we have gotten from our customers, we have 
been able to create a completely renewed product line, filled with innovation. We have broadened 
and opened our product line to new disciplines. Taking this step has enabled us to offer a product 
that is even more functional and even more versatile than before. By applying new concepts and 
solutions to our products, now even more cyclists can enjoy and benefit from using our bikepac-
king bags. We have further increased the durability of our bags by using new high-performance 
fabrics and new construction methods, to improve the durability, impermeability and watertight-
ness of the bags. Our bikepacking bags are now completely waterproof and built with durable 
materials, so that even the most experienced and demanding cyclists are equipped with the ideal 
companion for their trips.

Traveling fills us with life and at the same time it offers us the possibility of getting to know 
ourselves a little better with each kilometer, each climb, each landscape that makes it on our list 
of unforgettable experiences. We want you to be the one who oversees the steering wheel and 
decides when, where and how things are supposed to happen. We want you to be the one who 
decides which of the bags from our wide range, fits best to meet your needs and which bag will 
be your faithful companion on your trails. We want you to feel free. That’s our goal as a company. 
We hope you like our new line of products 100% GEOSMINA. Our new line is the product of our 
meticulous attention to detail and our way of studying each characteristic to a T, to enable us to 
have your back in all situations and to present to you a product line that is 100% dedicated to 
YOU!

We want you to enjoy your trips like you have never done before and we want to accompany you 
along the way. 

Adventure awaits you!
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The material used to manufacture our Geosmina bags is PVC-free. This, in conjunction with the 
thermoplastic features, means that they are recyclable and can therefore be discarded in the 
corresponding containers for future reuse. All of our Geosmina bags include this feature.

Completely waterproof and resistant to water and dust. Any items carried inside our products 
bearing this icon will reach the destination completely dry.

Nylon is an extremely tear and abrasion resistant fabric. All this without adding 
much weight to the bags. These are some of the characteristics that made us 
choose this material, but also its high drying speed, its extreme resistance to high 
temperatures, its resistance to mould and mildew and its great resistance to 
stretching and folding. Different densities ranging from 840D to 210D strategically 
used according to the characteristics of the bags and the required needs.

Waterproof zippers that prevent water from seeping into the bag. They are essential in our tube 
bags since raindrops fall directly on them. All of our zippers also come with a grip for easy opening 
and closing, even when wearing winter gloves.



Our YKK plastic y-shaped seals are light and resistant. Each one is designed to bear up to 88 lb (40 
kg) and 143 lb (65 kg) depending on the model. The flexible tabs are designed to prevent breakage 
(even when twisted) and the rounded angles enable easy opening and closing.

Our Nylon is treated with a polyurethane (PU) coating. This polymer repels small amounts of water 
to delay permeability and improves the material’s resistance thanks to its strong resistance to 
abrasion, extreme temperatures and moisture. All of our Geosmina bags undergo this process.

The High Frequency welding process for the union of different Nylon panels makes your bag totally 
watertight, which turns it into a kind of armoured container against water and dust from the outside. 
This process also allows our Geosmina bags to adopt shapes that help to improve their ergonomics 
and aesthetics.

This elastomer is highly resistant to temperature changes (between -31 °F and 284 °F / -35 °C and 
140 °C), traction and tearing; it is resistant to acids, fuels and oils; and it is also fireproof. Its high 
load capacity (90 kg per square centimeter) and low weight make it the perfect material for reinfor-
cing key areas of Geosmina Bikepacking bags.

Logos and details in reflective 3M paint to ensure they are easily seen in the dark. Safety is key and 
we must make ourselves visible to drivers when riding in low-light conditions. We want you to keep 
enjoying your adventure, even after the sun goes down.
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Our new saddle pocket bag for tools is made of Nylon 600D and has seams that are sealed by means of high frequency welding 
technology. This material is completely waterproof and has an external PU (Polyurethane) coating that repels water and makes the bag 
dry quickly, when in contact with the air. The bag has a TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane) coating that, together with the sealed seams, 
makes the bag completely watertight. The bag has a rigid chassis on the inside and a practical roll-top closure, and is attached to the 
saddle by means of new, redesigned Velcros. The reflective brand logo ensures that you are quickly visible to others when it’s dark.

SADDLE POCKET BAG

SPECIFICATIONS

- 600D Nylon outer shell with waterproof TPU inner laminate. 
- Seamless, high-frequency welded structure. 100% waterproof.
- Single opening with roll-up closure to guarantee watertightness. 100% watertight.
- Rigid inner chassis to give consistency to the whole bag and protect from impacts.
- Redesigned Velcro adjustment for increased stability.
- Hypalon back panel with slots to allow installation of light or auxiliary straps.
- Reflective details and logos.

VOLUME:     0,6 litres

MEASUREMENTS:  14 * 8,5 * 6 cm

WEIGHT:   120 gr.

SKU:   GEO11002
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Our new seat bags are entirely made of Nylon 600D and Hypalon. They also have seams, sealed by 
means of high frequency welding technology. Nylon 600D is completely waterproof and has an 
external PU (Polyurethane) coating that repels water and makes the bag dry quickly, when in 
contact with the air. The bags also have a TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane) coating that, 
together with the sealed seams, makes the bags completely watertight. The seat bags attach to 
the bike with two redesigned Velcro straps. Two wide Velcro straps, reinforced with Hypalon, get 
attached to the seat post and two further big Velcro straps are attached to the rails of the saddle. 
The latter straps feature heavy-duty YKK turnbuckles and buckles that allow you to pull the bag 
tighter, so it always stays firmly attached to the seat post.

The bags are closed via a roll-top closure that ensures watertightness and are further secured by 
straps and YKK buckles. The bags include an elastic band on the upper part that allows an extra 
load to be carried on the outside, as well as Hypalon reinforcements with reflective details to be 
able to install rear lights and thus improve the cyclist's safety. The lower part of the bags and the 
front panel (the one that rests on the seat post) is made up of Hypalon panels that are highly 
resistant and adherent. The bags are available in two sizes: Small with a 10-liter capacity and 
Large with a 15-liter capacity. The bag features the brand's logos on a reflective material for 
better visibility.

SEAT BAG
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SPECIFICATIONS

- 600D Nylon outer shell with internal TPU waterproof and Hypalon laminate.
- Seamless, high frequency welded structure. 100% waterproof.
- Reinforced bottom and side panels keep the load stable.
- Abrasion and splash resistant Hypalon bottom panel.
- New larger section side straps for increased stability.
- Larger section double Velcro to securely fasten the bag to the seat post.
- Adjustable and removable bungee on top panel.
- Triple Hypalon rear panel with slots to allow installation of light or auxiliary straps.
- Reflective details and logos.

    SMALL BAG     LARGE BAG

VOLUME:    10 litres      15 litres

MEASUREMENTS:   63 * 14 * 6 cm     69 * 15 * 10 cm

WEIGHT:    370 gr.      440 gr.

MAX. LOAD*:    4 kg.      4 kg.

SKU:     GEO11012     GEO11022

*Max. load recomended
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Our new handlebar bag is made entirely of Nylon 600D and Hypalon and has seams, sealed by means of high frequency welding 
technology. Nylon 600D is completely waterproof and has an external PU (Polyurethane) coating that repels water and makes 
the bag dry quickly, when in contact with the air. The bag has a TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane) coating that, together with the 
sealed seams, makes the bag completely watertight. Our handlebar bag features a roll-top closure that ensures watertightness.

The bag gets attached to the handlebar with Velcro straps that are reinforced Hypalon, so as not to damage the handlebar and 
thus offer more grip. The bag can also be attached to the frame or the handlebar stem with an included extra strap to prevent 
swaying. The new rear panel for reinforcement is made of padded Hypalon and prevents the cables and the bag from suffering 
from friction, while offering great stability, firmness, and durability. The bag also includes an elastic band in the front that 
functions as a net, offering the possibility of adding some extra load. Our handlebar bag also features the brand logos in a 
reflective material for better visibility.

HANDLEBAR BAG

VOLUME:     10 litres

MEASUREMENTS:    57 * 27 * 27 cm

WEIGHT:     340 gr.

MAX. LOAD*:   3 kg.

SKU:     GEO11032

*Max. load recomended
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SPECIFICATIONS

- 600D Nylon outer shell with internal TPU waterproof and Hypalon laminate. 
- Seamless, high frequency welded structure. 100% waterproof.
- Double side opening with roll-up closure to guarantee watertightness.
- Hypalon lined fastening straps with reinforced seams and metal buckles.
- New reinforced rear panel: Hypalon laminate with internal high density foam that increases stability while protecting handlebars 
and cables from chafing.
- Removable front bungee for quick and secure attachment of items.
- Reflective logo.
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HARNESS ROLL BAG

The harness roll bag is the new addition to our 2022 collection. Its harness is especially designed for long distance 
bikepacking. It is made of high resistance thermoplastic and coated with Nylon 600D. It has several buckles that allow 
you to add objects and extra load with the help of auxiliary straps. The harness gets attached to the handlebar with 
oversized straps and high-performance buckles from YKK that can be tightened with just one hand. The 
interchangeable high-density foam pads stabilize the load and absorb the shock from the ground. Thanks to its high 
adaptability, the installation of the harness to the bike and handlebar is completely up to the cyclist’s preference. 

The harness can be used in two ways: Either to transport cargo, such as a sleeping bag or a tent, or it can be used with 
the included, removable front bag that is made of Nylon 420D and treated with PU (Polyurethane) on the exterior. The 
front bag also has a TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane) coating on the inside, which gives the bag 100% 
impermeability and watertightness. Although our harness roll bag is very light and handy, we have not made 
compromises to its durability. It is your best companion for long distances and especially if flat MTB handlebars are 
your thing.

      BAG           HARNESS

VOLUME:          15 litres          -

MEASUREMENTS:      80 * 27 * 27 cm.         40,5 * 24,5 cm.

WEIGHT:       200 gr.          400 gr.

MAX. LOAD*:     -          4 kg.

SKU:       GEO11042

*Extras: Two high-density foam pads
**Max. load recomended
***Not sold separately
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SPECIFICATIONS

- Flexible harness with different supports to be able to carry from the bag (included) to sleeping bags, tents, ...
- 420D Nylon bag with TPU laminate with double side opening and roll-up closure to guarantee watertightness (included).
- Large section fastening straps.
- Interchangeable 2cm. section high density foam pads to allow the perfect fit to your handlebars.
- Reflective logos on harness and bag.
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Our new, small handlebar bag is made entirely of Nylon 600D and Hypalon. It features 
seams that are sealed by means of high frequency welding technology. Nylon 600D is 
completely waterproof and has an external PU (Polyurethane) coating that repels water 
and makes the bag dry quickly, when in contact with the air. The bag has a TPU 
(Thermoplastic Polyurethane) coating that, together with the sealed seams, makes the 
bag completely watertight. 

The bag also has a roll-top closure that further ensures watertightness. Our small 
handlebar bag is attached to the handlebar with Velcro straps that are reinforced with 
Hypalon, so as not to damage the handlebar and thus offer more grip. To prevent 
swaying, you can use the included extra strap and attach the bag to the frame or the 
handlebar stem. The new reinforcement rear panel is made of padded Hypalon and 
prevents the cables and the bag from suffering from friction, while offering great 
stability, firmness and resistance. The bag also has an elastic band net in the front, so 
you can add some extra load. 

Our small handlebar bag also features the brand logos in a reflective material for better 
visibility. It has an inner, removable pocket with a zipper, making it ideal for storing 
documentation, keys, or money. This product is best suited for daily use, on short or 
medium distance rides.

SMALL HANDLEBAR BAG

VOLUME:     3,5 litres

MEASUREMENTS:    25 * 10 * 18 cm

WEIGHT:     250 gr.

MAX. LOAD*:   2 kg.

SKU:     GEO11052

*Max. load recomended
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SPECIFICATIONS

- 600D Nylon outer shell with waterproof TPU inner laminate. 
- Seamless, high-frequency welded structure. 100% waterproof.
- Roll-up closure guarantees watertightness.
- New reinforced rear panel: Hypalon laminate with internal high density foam that increases 
stability while protecting handlebars and cables from chafing.
- Removable front bungee for quick and secure attachment of items.
- Removable inner pocket
- Reflective logo.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit 
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In our practical stem pouch bag, you can stow anything you want, including an extra drink bottle. This new compact stem bag is entirely made 
of Nylon 600D, which makes it completely waterproof. The external PU (Polyurethane) coating also repels water and makes the bag dry 
quickly when in contact with the air. The bag has a TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane) coating that makes it completely waterproof. It also 
has an extensible Nylon closure in the form of an elastic band that can be tightened and loosened with just one hand. The foam interior acts 
as insulation to maintain the temperature of your drink, in case you decide to use it as an extra bottle holder. The interior is lined with a 
high-contrast, fluorescent Ripstop and is also completely waterproof. The bag gets attached to the handlebar and the handlebar stem 
with Velcros that are reinforced with Hypalon. Other great features of the bag are its reflective logos and a practical external elastic mesh 
pocket that gives you an easier access to your cargo. Once you mount it, you won't be able to go on a trip without it.

STEM POUCH BAG

VOLUME:   0,5 litres

MEASUREMENTS:  15,5 * 8,5 cm

WEIGHT:   80 gr.

SKU:   GEO11062
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SPECIFICATIONS

- 600D Nylon outer shell with waterproof TPU inner laminate. 
- One hand elastic closure.
- Double Velcro lined in Hypalon.
- Possibility of mounting on both sides of the handlebar.
- Elastic side net to carry small objects.
- Inner lining in 210D Nylon Ripstop 210D in high contrast fluorescent 
colour.
- Reflective logo.
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TOP TUBE BAGS

Our new top tube bags are made of Nylon 600D and Hypalon with seams, sealed with high frequency welding technology. Nylon 
600D is completely waterproof and has an external PU (Polyurethane) coating that repels water and makes the bag dry quickly, 
when in contact with the air. The bag has a TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane) coating that, together with the sealed seams, 
makes the bag completely watertight. The YKK zippers are waterproof. The interior is reinforced with a chassis that 
stabilizes the bag and protects the load from possible shocks. The internal chassis can be removed in case you want to 
use the bag to carry larger items. The bag is available in two sizes: Small with 0.6 liters and Large with a capacity of 
1 liter.

There are two ways to attach the bag to the frame, depending on the model:

1- With the three Hypalon-reinforced Velcro straps that can be removed and put on, depending on the needs of the 
cyclist and the type of bike. As the bags come with 2 complete sets of straps in different lengths, the bags are 
compatible with frames with thin steel or titanium tubes as well as with wide hydroformed aluminium or carbon tubes.

2- With screws (if the tube of the bike has threads). The bag also has a front outlet for cables such as the battery of your 
bike light or a power bank. All top tube bags feature the brand’s logos in a reflective material for better visibility and 1 set of 
zipper pulls in two colours so you can give it the look that you personally prefer

NEW BOLT-ON TOP TUBE
ATTACHMENT SYSTEMHYPALON REINFORCED 

VELCRO® STRAPS
WATERPROOF 210D NYLON PADDED 
INNERCAGE CHASSIS
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SPECIFICATIONS

- 600D Nylon outer shell with waterproof TPU inner laminate. Seamless, high frequency welded structure. 100% waterproof.
- YKK waterproof zip with puller (2 sets): Ensures waterproofness and facilitates use even when wearing gloves.
- Removable inner structure in waterproof 210D Ripstop Nylon with PU coating and yellow contrast.
- Internal divider for a double compartment.
- Attachment to the frame by double screw or Velcro depending on the model (2 sets of Hypalon reinforced Velcro straps to adapt to 
different pipe sizes (3 attachment points)).
- Front hole to allow cables to pass through.
- Reflective logos.
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  SMALL              LARGE     SMALL (B-O)                  LARGE (B-O)

VOLUME:  0,5 litres              1 litre     0,5 litres                  1 litre

MEASUREMENTS: 21 * 5,5 * 100/5,5 cm            26  * 5,5 * 100/5,5 cm    21 * 5,5 * 100/5,5 cm               26 *  5,5 * 100/5,5 cm

WEIGHT:  140 gr.              170 gr.     110 gr.                  140 gr.

SKU:   GEO11072             GEO11092     GEO11082                  GEO11102
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FRAME BAGS

The new frame bags are made of Nylon 600D and Hypalon and have seams, sealed with high frequency welding technology. Nylon 600D is completely 
waterproof and has an external PU (Polyurethane) coating that repels water and makes the bag dry quickly, when in contact with the air. The bag has a 
TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane) coating that, together with the sealed seams, makes the bag completely watertight. The YKK zippers are waterproof. 
The interior is reinforced with a padded chassis that gives the bag stability and protects the load from possible knocks. The bag has a double side pocket 
(one on each side of the bag), each one containing different compartments, including one with a waterproof zipper. Both compartments are lined in 
yellow 210D Ripstop Nylon with TPU coating.

We offer our frame bags in two different configurations that make them adaptable to most frames. The so-called GRAVEL-Model is meant for Gravel 
Bikes or for bikes that are meant for the road. It is especially suited for bikes that have frames with little sloping and longer head tubes which means 
that the top tube and the diagonal tube have more space between each other in this front area. On the other hand, the so-called MTB-Model is meant 
for mountain bikes that have greater sloping and short head tubes. The name difference between the two models does not imply that they can’t be used 
outside their respective discipline, but rather that depending on the shape of your frame, one may fit better than another, or even that both types can 
fit your bike. 

The bags come in three sized: Small (1.5 liters), Medium (3 liters) and Large (5 liters). The bag gets attached to the frame by means of removable and 
interchangeable Velcros, reinforced with Hypalon. They come in two different lengths, so they fit on any tube. All frame bags feature the brand’s logos in 
reflective material for better visibility and 1 set of zipper pulls that come in two colours so you can give your bag the look you want.
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- 600D Nylon outer shell with waterproof TPU inner laminate. Seamless, high-frequency welded structure. 100% waterproof.
- New design to better adapt to frames with longer steerer tube, such as Gravel and Road frames. 
- The new design facilitates the installation of bottle holders on the frame.
- Inner pockets in 210D Nylon 100% waterproof Ripstop in yellow to contrast and allow you to quickly locate your items and carry your load tidily.
- Double side pocket with YKK waterproof zip with puller (2 sets): makes it easy to use even when wearing gloves.
- 2 sets of interchangeable Hypalon reinforced Velcro straps for weight resistance (6 attachment points).
- Reflective logos.

SPECIFICATIONS    GRAVEL

VOLUME:    5 litres

MEASUREMENTS:   51 * 17,5 * 5,5 cm

WEIGHT:     280 gr.

SKU:   GEO11152

VOLUME:    3 litres

MEASUREMENTS:   44 * 14 * 5 cm

WEIGHT:     220 gr.

SKU:   GEO11132

VOLUME:    1,5  litres

MEASUREMENTS:   38 * 11 * 4,4 cm

WEIGHT:   180 gr.

SKU:   GEO11112

NEW DESIGN NEW DESIGN NEW DESIGN
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SPECIFICATIONS   MTB

- 600D Nylon outer shell with waterproof TPU inner laminate. Seamless, high-frequency welded structure. 100% waterproof.
- New design to better adapt to frames with short steerer tube, such as MTB frames. 
- The new design facilitates the installation of bottle holders on the frame.
- Inner pockets in 210D Nylon 100% waterproof Ripstop in yellow to contrast and allow you to quickly locate your items and carry your load tidily.
- Double side pocket with YKK waterproof zip with puller (2 sets): makes it easy to use even when wearing gloves.
- 2 sets of interchangeable Hypalon reinforced Velcro straps for weight resistance (6 attachment points).
- Reflective logos.
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VOLUME:    5 litres

MEASUREMENTS:   51 * 19 * 5,5 cm

WEIGHT:     280 gr.

SKU:   GEO11162

VOLUME:    3 litres

MEASUREMENTS:   44 * 16 * 5 cm

WEIGHT:    220 gr.

SKU:    GEO11142

VOLUME:    1,5  litres

MEASUREMENTS:   38 * 13 * 4 cm

WEIGHT:   180 gr.

SKU:   GEO11122

NEW DESIGN NEW DESIGN NEW DESIGN
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Our Cargo Bag is made of two parts. On the one hand we have the bag, which is made of Nylon 
600D and has seams, sealed with high frequency welding technology. Nylon 600D is 
completely waterproof and has an external PU (Polyurethane) coating that repels water and 
makes the bag dry in no time. Inside of the bag we used a TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane) 
coating that, together with the high frequency sealed seams, make the bag completely 
watertight. The base of the bag is made of a double-layer of Nylon 840D to increase 
resistance and prevent abrasions from harder objects you may carry inside. The bag is closed 
with the usual roll-top closure and has a holding capacity of up to 5.5 liters.

Both the front and the back are reinforced with Hypalon panels. The front has eyelets for the 
straps to go through and the back prevents the cage from rubbing against the bag. 

On the other hand, there is the rigid support (Anything Cage), made of composite that can 
house the bag or that can be used separately to carry other utensils, such as a water bottle, 
a bag, or a camping mat. Items can be attached to the cage, by using the two built-in straps. 
These straps have highly resistant YKK buckles that facilitate handling with just one hand. 
The cage can be screwed to the fork (if the fork is suitable) or to the threads of the bottle cage 
on the bike frame.  

To offer even more versatility, the cargo bag comes with 12 mm stainless steel clamps with 
protective foams so you can install it on any type of fork, be it threaded or suspension. It is the 
most versatile bag in our catalogue and its uses are practically limitless. The bag features the 
brand’s logos in reflective material for greater visibility.

CARGO BAG

    BAG      CAGE

VOLUME:     5,5 litres      -

MEASUREMENTS:    38 * 14 * 27 cm.     21,5 * 12,5 * 9 cm. 

WEIGHT:     130 gr.      130 gr.

MAX. LOAD.:   -      3 kg.

SKU:     GEO11172     GEO110820

*Extra: incl. stainless steel clamps 12mm. and anti-scratch foam pads
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SPECIFICATIONS
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The rigid support (Anything Cage) for installation on the fork, now has a new design. It is 
made of composite and can be used to carry bags, a water bottle, a bag, or a camping 
mat. The new design with less aggressive corners, a larger support surface on the base 
and more anchor points for the straps, makes the cage more versatile. Objects can be 
attached to the support, using the included straps or elastic straps (not included). The 
cage can be screwed to the fork (if suited) or to the threads of the bottle cage of the bike 
frame. As an additional option, the cage comes with 12 mm stainless steel clamps with 
protective foams so you can install the cage on any fork, be it threaded or suspension.

ANYTHING CAGE

SPECIFICATIONS

- Nylon composite bag holder with protective foam. Lightweight and robust.
- Includes 2 x 12mm. stainless steel clamps with protective foam.
- New 1cm. longer base to accommodate larger bags.
- Possibility of mounting on fork or frame by means of triple bolt.

MEASUREMENTS:  21,5 * 12,5 * 9 cm. 

WEIGHT:   130 gr.

MAX. LOAD.: 3 kg.

SKU:   GEO110820

*Extra: Incl. stainless steel clamps 12mm. and anti-scratch foam protectors
** Note: Screws not included.
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